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On October 23, 1956, Hungarians demanded to be given back their right to decide freely how to live their lives, Viktor Orbán 

said. “And even then we wanted a Hungarian, in other words a European way of life for ourselves,” Orbán said. “A free and 

independent Hungary in the Europe of nations. And there was no contradiction in this, since back then, Europe’s western 

half was still actually the common home of free nations,” he added.

“We, Hungarians have but this one homeland; we have no other place under the Sun,” Orbán said. “Our dreams can only 

take shape here and it is only here in the Carpathian Basin that we can form this big shared creation we call Hungary and 

Hungarian culture.”

“All of us together are the homeland,” the prime minister said. “This is the law, as is the adage that a homeland can only exist 

as long as there is someone to love it and make sacrifices for it,” he added. “There is homeland where there are patriots. 

Vileness will always come together, he said, adding that the question was whether patriots, too, were willing to come 

together,” said Orbán.

Hungarians in 1956 wanted a “free and independent” country for themselves in a 
“Europe of nations”, the prime minister told a state commemoration of Hungary’s anti-
Soviet uprising of 1956 at Budapest’s Academy of Music.

HUNGARY ‘WANTED TO BE FREE IN EUROPE IN ‘56’

NATO defence ministers begin two-
day meeting in Brussels

CoE parlt speakers meet in 
Strasbourg

Plenary session of parliament

Natl police presser on preparations 
for All Saints’ Day holiday
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Parliament Square, a venue of events marking the anniversary of the 1956 uprising
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ORBÁN: FREEDOM 
FIGHTERS MADE ‘ULTIMATE 
SACRIFICE’ IN 1956

By giving their lives and freedom for 

their country, the freedom fighters of 

1956 made the ultimate sacrifice one 

could make for their homeland, prime 

minister told a state commemoration 

of Hungary’s anti-Soviet uprising 

of 1956 at Budapest’s Liszt Ferenc 

Academy of Music. Orbán said neither 

Europe nor Hungary could survive if 

they turned against themselves and 

went against everything “keeping 

them alive”, if they turned against their 

own pasts and heroes or if they left 

behind the way of life founded on the 

ideas of freedom, independence and 

Christian fraternity which he said had 

made Europe and with it Hungary the 

“most successful continent in history”.

He said history was a constant 

challenge and an “aptitude test” 

and the fate of a people, the future 

of a nation and survival of a state 

depended on the answers they gave. 

“It is easy to consider it the natural state 

of things that we have an independent 

and free homeland founded on noble 

ideals but this country wasn’t gifted to 

us,” Orbán added. The prime minister 

said that with a “historic performance 

whose moral impact could be felt 

across the Earth”, the Hungarian 

nation had “moved up to a higher 

class” in the autumn of 1956. He said 

the revolutionaries had won because 

they had left behind a legacy of “the 

greatness of courage and heroism”. 

Orbán said that over the course of 

a thousand years, Hungarians had 

learned to always “look to what is 

lasting and unchanging: God, the 

homeland and the family”. “We 

couldn’t choose a better guiding star 

today, either,” he said.

KARÁCSONY ANNOUNCES 
PROGRAMME OF ‘CLEAN 
AIR, PURE HEARTS AND 
CLEAN HANDS’

Budapest Mayor Gergely Karácsony 

said his programme will be one of 

“clean air, pure hearts and clean 

hands”, in his commemorative speech 

on the anniversary of the 1956 anti-

communist uprising. Karácsony, who 

was elected on October 13, called on 

Budapest citizens to make the city 

the greenest, most liveable city in 

central and eastern Europe. Achieving 

it will require more humanity and 

solidarity, crèches and CT machines 

but “fewer evictions and stadiums”, 

he said. Speaking in the courtyard of 

City Hall which was opened to the 

public on Wednesday, Karácsony said 

voters “took back the city” at the local 

elections to give it back to its citizens 

and not to monopolise it.

Budapest isn’t simply the community 

of its 23 districts but also the capital 

of the country, and should become 

a place “all Hungarians consider their 

own”, including those who did not vote 

for change at the local elections, he 

said. “Winning their trust is going to 

take a lot of work,” Karácsony added. 

The mayor said Budapest should 

also become a “beacon of freedom, 

equality and fraternity”, adding that 

the new leadership would have to 

set an example in honesty, fairness, 

openness, tolerance and humanity. 

In 1956, the people wanted a city 

and a country that turns towards the 

West, he said. That will was drowned 

in blood in 1956, he added. Karácsony 

called on citizens to “take back their 

dreams”.

HUNGARIAN OFFICIALS 
MARK 1956 ABROAD

Hungarian government officials 

addressed commemorations of 

the 1956 anti-Soviet revolution in 

neighbouring countries and further 

abroad.

Central Europe owes the freedom 

it has today to the Hungarian heroes 

of 1956, the state secretary for ethnic 

Hungarian communities abroad said 

in Dunajská Streda, in south-western 

Slovakia. Hungarians in 1956 made 

the same demands they had made 

before, in 1848, Árpád Janos Potápi 

told a gathering of hundreds of 

people including political leaders of 

the local Hungarian community. They 

demanded what the Hungarian nation 

had always wanted: to shape their 

destiny freely, independently of the 

leading powers, he said. “Although the 

revolution in 1956 was suppressed, it 

was still 1956 that brought about here 

1968 and 1989, too,” said Potápi. Katalin 

Novák, state secretary of the human 

resources ministry, said in Cluj-Napoca 

(Kolozsvár), in western Romania, that 
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1956 had set high standards for the 

Hungarian nation which she said must 

be met time and again today and in 

the future as well. Szilárd Németh, state 

secretary of the defence ministry, said 

in Subotica (Szabadka), in northern 

Serbia’s Vojvodina, that “the example 

set by our heroes and their courage tell 

us that if we, Hungarians, join forces we 

can accomplish great things together”. 

“We can only preserve the values of our 

thousand year old past, our Christian 

faith, national culture, mother tongue 

and Hungarian identity together,” he 

said.

In a lecture at Soeul University, Zsolt 

Németh, the head of parliament’s 

foreign affairs committee, said that 

Hungary’s democratic transition could 

not have started in 1989 without the 

anti-Soviet uprising of 1956. If it had 

not been for the country’s regime 

change, Hungary could not have 

established diplomatic ties with South 

Korea 30 years ago either, Németh 

told MTI from Seoul by phone.  

Németh noted dynamic bilateral ties 

and said that South Korea was holding 

a series of cultural programmes to 

mark Hungary’s October 23 national 

holiday.

GYURCSÁNY CALLS FOR 
‘PATRIOTIC OPPOSITION’

Ferenc Gyurcsány, head of the leftist 

opposition Democratic Coalition, 

has called for building a “colourful, 

patriotic opposition” embracing 

“leftists, centrists, liberals, greens and 

right-wingers, too”. 

Speaking at his party’s 

commemoration at a monument 

to martyred 1956 Prime Minister 

Imre Nagy, Gyurcsány said that the 

opposition should be integrated by 

the ideals of a strong federation of 

European nations, as well as restoring 

the rule of law in Hungary. The 

opposition should strive for a country 

in which “the independence and 

freedom of individuals is respected, 

and that freedom serves as a basis for 

a strong nation”, he said. 

Referring to government members, 

Gyurcsány argued that “those stealing 

public funds are not politicians but 

criminals”. The opposition needs to 

promote “decent politicians that serve 

the voters”, he added. Criticising the 

government for its foreign policy, 

Gyurcsány said that “those seeing eye 

to eye with Turkish President Erdoğan 

and the genocide among the Kurdish 

people agree with Russia occupying 

Hungary and stifling its freedom”.

OPPOSITION MARKS 
ANNIVERSARY OF 1956 
UPRISING

The opposition parties marked the 

63rd anniversary of the 1956 Hungarian 

anti-communist uprising in Budapest.

The Socialists called it an important 

message of the uprising that “no nation 

can live under oppression; democracy, 

the freedom of the press, the dignity 

and moral posture of the nation are 

not given values but ones to be earned 

again and again”. Socialist board head 

Ágnes Kunhalmi said at her party’s 

commemoration in central Budapest 

that “as 1956 brought people back to 

public affairs”, at the recent municipal 

elections on October 13 “masses rose 

against [PM Viktor] Orbán’s oppressive, 

totalitarian regime”. At the local 

elections, the opposition “succeeded 

in preventing Orbán’s system from 

turning into an open dictatorship”, she 

added. Kunhalmi insisted that building 

a “fourth republic” in Hungary would 

be a difficult task for the country’s 

“democratic forces” because ruling 

Fidesz has “by now lost all its moral 

foundations” to embark on such a 

venture.

The green opposition LMP party 

held its commemoration at the 

Budapest statue of Péter Mansfeld, the 

youngest freedom fighter executed 

after the revolution. Co-leader János 

Kendernay said the revolution of 1956 

also had a message to the advocates 

of green causes and those in power 

today. “There are revolutionaries even 

today who are raising their voice 

against economic and social injustice 

… and waging a non-violent fight 

against the omnipotent economic and 

political power-holders, the elite,” he 

said. “These young people are taking 

to the streets to express their concern 

over climate change and prevent that 

its burdens be borne by the poor and 

the helpless,” Kendernay said.

Tamás Sneider, the conservative 

Jobbik party’s leader, said at the party’s 

commemoration that the need for 

an independent, free Hungary was 

the true message of 1956. Today, the 

fight is against “a similarly exploitative, 
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corrupt, Bolshevik-like regime”, he said. 

Prime Minister Viktor Orbán looks 

at Russia not only as an economic 

opportunity but also as an ideological 

ally, Sneider insisted. Jobbik’s voters “do 

not want to be serfs to Eastern despots 

or to Western capitalists,” he said. At 

one point, a dozen-strong group of 

demonstrators chanting “Traitors!” 

disturbed Jobbik’s event. Police then 

closed off the entrances of Corvin Lane, 

the alley where the commemoration 

was held.  

The Liberal Party said in a statement 

that “we are guided by the values of 

the revolution and freedom fight and 

of Hungary’s transition to democracy 

30 years ago, and fighting for a free, 

diverse and European Hungary”. The 

party said they would like to see “a 

Hungary where all people have equal 

rights, the press is free, there is room 

for genuine debates and dissent is not 

denounced at all”.

The radical nationalist Mi Hazánk 

(Our Homeland) party, which has 

three representatives sitting in 

parliament as independents, held its 

commemoration earlier in the day in 

Corvin Lane, a site of gruesome fights 

during the revolution. Party leader 

László Toroczkai said that the “Satanic 

force” wanting to “annihilate the 

nations” had been called Bolshevism 

in 1956 and bore the name “leftist 

liberalism” today, seeking to create a 

“mixed-race” population that replaces 

“Nordic civilisation”.

GOVT OFFICIAL DISCUSSES 
TOURISM COOPERATION 
WITH CHINA

China has offered to provide language 

and professional training to Hungarian 

tourist guides as a means to strengthen 

tourism between the two countries, 

the foreign ministry’s state secretary for 

information and international relations 

said, after attending a tourism forum 

organised in Riga for China and 17 

central and eastern European nations. 

Speaking from Riga by phone to MTI, 

Tamás Menczer noted that the number 

of Chinese tourists visiting Hungary 

last year was over 250,000, marking a 

six-fold increase since 2010. Chinese 

investments in Hungary have reached 

4.5 billion dollars, and Hungary exports 

to the PRC are at 2.3 billion dollars, he 

added. Menczer held bilateral talks 

with Chinese Tourism and Culture 

Minister Luo Shugang and Latvian 

Foreign Affairs State Secretary Andris 

Pelss.

RECORD WARM 
TEMPERATURES IN 
HUNGARY

Hungary witnessed a record 

temperature of 28.2 degrees Celsius, 

the meteorological office said. 

The daytime high was recorded in 

Dombegyháza, in Békés county in the 

south-east. The previous record of 27.3 

degrees was measured on this day in 

2013, in Baja, in southern Hungary.


